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In his paper [3], Hawkes constructs a new family of Fitting classes. Here 
we show that the arguments of [3] can be used to show that these new 
classes are in fact Lockett classes: see [2]. It is shown in [ 1] that if we 
intersect one of Hawkes’ classes with the class G,6, for the appropriate 
primes p and q, we obtain a class which is generated by a single group and 
which, in certain circumstances which actually arise, can coincide with its 
own “lower star” (in the sense of Lockett [5]). Thus we obtain a non- 
nilpotent Fitting class whose upper and lower stars coincide, the existence of 
which had been open to question. It is hoped that the details from [ 1 J will 
appear in a later paper. We would like to thank Dr. Trevor Hawkes for 
giving us a preprint copy of [3], and for suggesting this matter. 
It is assumed that the reader has a copy of [3] at hand: we will refer to 
[3] for definitions and for part of our proof. Notation follows [2-31. 
Let p, q, P and Q be as in [ 3, 5.11, and let 3E be the class defined in [3, 
5.31. In [3, 5.51, Hawkes shows that 
5 = (G E G : O*'(G/Op,(G)) E 3) 
is a Fitting class, where G denotes the class of all finite soluble groups. 
LEMMA. Let X E G. Then X E 5 if and only ifX/O,,(X) E 5. 
Proof. Let X=X/O,,(X). Then Oq’(X/OP,(X)) z O*‘(~/O,(~)), and the 
assertion follows. 
PROPOSITION. The Fitting class 5 is in fact a Lockett class; that is, 
i-j=ij*. 
ProojI Suppose not, and let G be a group of minimal order in S*\S. 
Then G has a unique maximal normal subgroup, G,, while O,,(G) = O&,(Ga) 
and 1 G: G,I = q. Further, G’ = G’, the nilpotent residual, and G/G is a 
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cyclic q-group. Let g be a q-power element of G such that G = G’“(g). Form 
the direct square G x G and let M = (G x G),, 
We claim that O,,(G) = 1. For by the lemma, 5 contains 
(G X G),/O,,(G x G), which is subdirect in (G x G)/O,(G x G) g 
G/O,(G) x G/O,(G). But then G/O,,(G) E 5* and so by the minimality of 
G and the lemma we must have O,,(G) = 1. 
We next claim that Zt4 = Oq’{M). For suppose that Oq’~~) < M. By 
]5, Z-lb] it follows that M= (G,x G~)((g,g-‘)), and so ((g, g-l))< 
Oq’(M), while G’ x G” has q-power index in M. Thus 
whence [G’, (g)] < G’, a contradiction. This proves our claim. 
Since now M= 04’(M/OP(M)), then NE 3. Thus M= KA, where 
K = O,(M) and A is an elementary abelian Sylow q-subgroup of M: see 
]3,5.4 ]. Therefore ((g, g-r)) has order q, whence ( g) does also, and so 
G’=G,. Further,sinceK,<G”~G”and [G”XG’,((g,g-‘))]=G’“XG’Jt 
we have K = G’X G”. Thus we may take A = ((g, g- I)), while 
S = ((g, 1)) x (( 1, g)) belongs to Syl,(G x G). 
Since M f X then K = P, s-0 P, is a central product of groups Pi z P, 
where [Pi, A] = Pi for i = l,..., s. We may assume that s > 1. Let 2 = Z(K). 
By 13, 2.31, K/Z = P, Z/Z x .-. x P,Z/Z. Now, there exist subgroups 
Ri < G,, 1 < i < t, such that R,/Z(G,) is directly indecomposable and 
GidWd =&W#W8) x -I- X RtZ(G8)/Z(G,). But now we may write 
K/Z=R,ZfZx .-w xRz,Z/Z, where Ri<(GX I), Ri+,<(l XC) and 
Ri 2 Ri+t for 1 < i < t. By j4, L12.5(a)], s = 2t and there exists a central 
automorphism u of K/Z such that, for suitably chosen notation, (P,Z/Z)’ = 
R,Z/Z, 1 < i ,< s. Let T/Z = Z(K/Z), and note that T 9 G x G. Since u 
centralizes K/T then Pi T = R, T, 1 < i < s. 
We claim that P,T is S-invariant for each i; by symmetry it will suffice to 
prove this when R, < (G x 1). But we know that P,T is A-invariant, and so 
(Pi 7J’“,” = (Ri 7’) (R,l) = Rjg.g-“T= @,J’)‘R.R ‘1 = pi*, 
since (1, g-‘) centralizes Ri and T 4 G x G. Since S = A(( g, I)), the claim 
follows, while since G x G = KS then in fact P, T 9 G x G. 
We now show how Hawkes’ arguments in ]3] can be applied. 
Let 1 < i < s. As in Step 1 of the proof of 13,551, we find that &(Pi) is 
abelian and that A acts fixed-point-freely on r,(Pi)/Z(Pi) and centralizes 
Z(P,). As in 13, 5.51, we let Ji = [[,(P,), A], SO that &(Pi) = Ji X Z(Pi), and 
we set Zi=.Z, ~..Ji...,Ji+r m +a J,. Again as in Step 1 of [3, 5.51, we have 
[PiT, A] = P,Z, and [Z(Pi T), A] = Ii. Since PiT, Z(P,7’) and A are S- 
invariant, it follows that P,Z, and Ii are S-invariant. We note that .Zi, being 
an intersection of Zjs, is also S-invariant. 
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With notation, including A and S, as fixed above, we now work through 
Step 5 of [3,5.5] verbatim, except that the words “by hypothesis” in the first 
sentence, together with the final sentence, are deleted, and the reference 
number “ [ 91” is changed to “[4].” We find that G X GE X, since 
O,,(G x G) = 1. But 09’(M) = A4 and, since A4 has q-index in G x G, then 
09’(G x G) = G x G. But now G x G = 09’((G x G)/O,,(G x G)) E 5, a 
contradiction. This completes the proof of the Proposition. 
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